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ABSTRACT

Zackiewicz, Curt Stephen. M.S.Egr, Department of Electrical Engineering, Wright State
University, 2011. DC-DC Power Converter Design for a Portable Affordable Welder System

Arc welding machines are typically large, heavy devices that transform an alternating
current (AC) input into a low-voltage, direct current (DC) output. Traditionally these high
power devices have required steel and copper transformers that account for their bulky size
and weight. While the cost of raw materials in electromagnetic components has been
increasing the cost of high-power silicon devices has been decreasing. This disparity creates
an opportunity for a cost-effective DC-DC switching welder in the consumer market. While
DC-DC power electronics are not new to the welding industry, this study, under the
commission of a welding equipment manufacturer, aims to develop and prototype a design
specifically for an affordable and portable battery-powered welding machine. By eliminating
the need for electromagnetic components for isolation and voltage regulation, and focusing on
a DC-DC battery-powered device, a unique opportunity exists to create a high-feature product
with a minimalist design. The design is implemented with a high-current voltage chopping
circuit as well as an assortment of feedback, control, and safety circuitry necessary to
complete the machine. By combining simulation, prototype validation and real-world cost
limitations, this project outlines the development of a new product for the welding equipment
market.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

DC-DC switching converters are widely used in all industries and switching power
supply technology is finding new homes as the prices of silicon components comes down and
current density of these devices goes up. The Welding industry has traditionally been
dominated by transformer-based designs, particularly for low-cost consumer-level machines.
This is because nearly all welders are utility line powered machines and transformers are well
suited for stepping down the alternating current (AC) input voltage and rectifiers are simple
devices to convert AC to direct current (DC). More over, these designs are well established
and because consumers favor low cost products, it has been historically difficult to justify the
higher costs associated with advanced technologies.

However, while the cost of raw materials such as copper and steel in electromagnetic
components have been increasing, the cost of high-power silicon devices has been
decreasing. This disparity creates an opening for a new, low-cost DC-DC switching welder in
the consumer market. AC-DC Switching power supplies are not new to the welding industry
but there is now a unique opportunity to create an entry-level machine that utilizes a high
power DC-DC converter. This new design will be made particularly unique by using two
external automotive batteries to power the machine, which combined with the light weight
switching circuit, makes for an ideal portable welder. Portability is not a standard feature of
welders, both due to weight and power supply issues.

This new opportunity to introduce a portable, affordable welding systems (PAWS) has
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been identified by the welding equipment manufacturer that has sponsored this design.
During the design, the highest priority was given to keeping the cost low and the design
simple, while still creating a high quality welding machine. Ultimately this design will be
evaluated for production feasibility based on manufacturing costs and market viability.

The first chapter of the following report gives a brief overview of welding technology,
particularly focused on wire-feed welders. Background information is presented about
transformer-based welders as well as the state of the industry, including existing usage of
switching power supplies in welding machines. The second, third and fourth chapters discuss
process of designing a welder power supply, including engineering requirements and
constraints. Chapter two addresses the switching circuit first from a theoretical standpoint
and then discusses the application there of, including how the switching components were
chosen and requirements of the output inductor. Chapter three explains the theory behind the
voltage regulated control loop used to regulate the DC-DC converter and then explains the
specific challenges faced in the real world implementation. Chapter three is a brief overview
of the various additional subsystems that were necessary to round out the complete welding
machine.
In Chapter five a short description is given to the process of constructing a prototype of
the new welder design. Initial test results are presented that demonstrate the functionality of
the new machine. Real world data is compared to software simulations of the DC-DC
switching circuit, where the limitations are noted in the software's ability to predict the parasitic
loses of real world circuits. Lastly in the chapter 6, the PAWS study is presented as an
accomplished and feasible design and comment is made to the remaining engineering work
necessary to carry the design into production.
10

1.1 Background

Welding is a process used across several industries. [1] The most common forms of
welding use an electric arc to join pieces of metal, often with the addition of a filler or bonding
material with like properties. One process, Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) is a form of arc
welding common in all applications. GMAW is often seen in the form of a Metal Inert Gas
(MIG) welder. [2] A MIG welder is also often referred to as a wire feed welder because of the
spooled wire feed mechanism that dominates the mechanics of the machine. Fundamentally,
a MIG machine is composed of a welding gun with wire feed unit, a direct current (DC) power
supply, and plumbing to deliver shielding gas. The weld gun receives the filler material wire
from the wire spool. The gun then delivers the wire, electrical potential and shielding gas to
the work material. [1] The shielding gas is needed because moisture as well as other
elements present in the atmosphere can negatively influence the molten weld puddle. [3]
Wire feed welders are popular also because of they are easy to use, and a diagram of a MIG
wire feed welder can be seen in Fig 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Typical MIG or “Wire Feed” welder [4]
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Once powered, the MIG machine is activated by a trigger mechanism. As the trigger is
pulled, electrode wire feeds from the gun tip, the power supply output becomes electrically hot
and shielding gas flows from the gun nozzle. When contact is made with the weld material,
current flows from the power source to the contact tip through the wire and arc, into the weld
material and back to the power supply through a ground clamp. [2] Fig 1.2 shows the
interaction of the weld gun with the material being bonded.

Figure 1.2 GMAW (MIG) welding [1]

MIG welders use a DC, constant voltage (CV) power supply, though welding can be
done with various types of power supplies. MIG power supplies are designed to operate at
low output voltages (10 V – 30 V) and high output currents (50 A – 300 A). [3] A basic MIG
welder is influenced by two controls; wire speed and weld voltage. The weld arc is the load
12

seen by the power supply and the arc length (which by association the heat put into the weld)
and is dictated by the output voltage. Because feedback is used to control the voltage, the
device will maintain a near constant arc length during sudden load or wire speed changes
because the wire burn off rate will adjust to maintain the arc length. [3, 5] Fig 1.3 shows a
simplified electric model of the MIG power supply.

Figure 1.3 Simplified MIG power supply [3]

The average output current is dictated by the speed at which the wire is delivered to
the weld arc. The actual output current can have spikes of several hundred amps that occur
when the wire makes contact with the material, which then fall off as the wire burns away.
The peaks are limited in rate of rise by an inductive choke on the output of the power supply.
Messler describes this process as:

“Short circuiting an electrode with such a [CV, MIG] power source would drop the arc
length and the voltage to zero. This, in turn, would cause the current to rise to very high
13

values very rapidly, with the result of causing the electrode to heat by Joule heating
with great rapidity and explosive force, causing severe spatter and, possibly, lengths of
unmelted wire stuck in the weld pool. To prevent this from occurring, impedance is built
into such power supplies to limit the rate of current change, thereby reducing the
likelihood of electrode overheating and explosion, and allowing short-circuiting transfer
to take place.” [3]

Average welding current and wire burn-off are increased for welding of thicker base materials
because greater amounts of filler material are needed. Subsequently, to accommodate the
heat needed for joining thicker materials the user will usually have to increase the output
voltage accordingly. [5] Fig 1.4 illustrates the relationship between output voltage and weld
current.

Figure 1.4 GMAW (MIG) current and voltage waveform [3]
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There are well documented lists of voltage and current recommendations for MIG
welding of standard materials of various size. The table in Appendix A shows one
manufacturer's list of voltage and (average) current requirements for a standard MIG
machine. Based on the table in Appendix A, a new welder design should be capable of
delivering between 40 A and 250 A and operating between 14 V and 25 V output.

The term “MIG” has come to include all wire feed welders and as such, the industry
requires that machines be capable of using various types of filler material. This includes fluxcore wire that does not require a shielding gas. In order to accommodate both solid and fluxcore wire, a new MIG design must include a feature to select polarity of the the electrode and
work clamp. [4] Due to the kinetic energy associated with electron flow and the current
limitations of the hollow-center wire [3] the machine must provide both direct current electrode
negative (DCEN) for flux-cored wire and direct current electrode positive (DCEP) for solid
wire. [4]

1.2 Motivation

Based on a gap in the consumer market, corporate direction was given to move
forward with proof of concept for the PAWS design. The new design was built for a GMAW
MIG machine because of the versatility and popularity of wire feed welders with both novice
and experienced users. An entirely new switching power supply needed to be designed while
existing “off the shelf” components could be used for the enclosure and wire feed mechanics.
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As nearly all welders are powered by utility-supplied (AC) power, the primary
component is a high power transformer to decrease the input voltage. This can be seen in
Fig 1.5 which shows a conventional, AC-powered, CV MIG power supply. Multiple, switchable
transformer taps are utilized to select the output voltage. To create a transformer machine
with more voltage resolution, additional output taps are required in the main transformer. This
is further complicated by the sag (or slight drop) that each tap will experience when under
greater current load. [3] After the transformer, there are diodes to rectify the AC power as
well as a capacitor to smooth the output of the rectifier. The final part of the power circuit is
an output inductor used to limit splatter-causing current spikes. [3] Additional electrical
components might include control circuits with over-current protection, gas valve and relay
operations and wire feed motor drive.

Figure 1.5 Constant Voltage power supply for MIG welder with multi-tap transformer (T1) and
inductive choke (Z1) [6]
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A portable welding machine promises to be a unique product as the consumer market
for line-powered, transformer-based welders is established with many brands and models to
choose from. Portability would be particularly useful at a construction site or when repairing a
utility vehicle in a remote area. Transformer-based designs are heavy and require a utility
power supply, making them unsuited for a portable application. Since welding requires up to
several kilowatts of power, a portable welder requires a portable and energy dense power
source. Thanks to their ready availability and familiarity in the consumer market, automotive
batteries were chosen to power the new welder design. Two external 12 V, lead acid batteries
connected in series supply a DC current. At full state of charge (SOC) their nominal voltage is
approximately 25 V – 27 V, which is the upper voltage limit of most welding applications.
From the battery supplied input, a silicon-based switching circuit can be used to germinate the
adjustable voltage output.

Silicon based switching electronics have already been used to replace transformerbased designs in both AC powered and battery-powered welders. [7] As DC-DC and AC-DC
switching technology is a new technology to the retail welding market, switching supplies are
only seen in the high end, high cost machines. These machines are typically priced at $1,000
or more. An example of a high end portable welder with DC-DC converter can be seen
outlined in Fig 1.6. The overhead costs of machines like this can include years of design
time. They use expensive and complicated microprocessor-based control structures [7],
power monitoring, and battery charging. Such complexity adds additional layers of
development and debugging, often requiring more than one microprocessor and software
level. The digital devices used to achieve such functionality also add additional susceptibility
to electromagnetic interference, both from within and outside the device. Finally, higher
17

complexity machines are more difficult to assemble during manufacturing, require more
complicated functionality tests and various levels of software installation, further increasing
the price to consumers. Where high cost, complex machines have already been brought to
market, simplicity and elegance of implementation represent the leading edge of design.

Battery

Buck
Switcher

Charger
PCB
Micro w/
software

Control
PCB
Micro w/
software

AC Power
Supply

User
Interface

Inductive
Choke

Weld
Output

AC Input to
charge
batteries

Figure 1.6 Diagram of existing, high-feature, battery powered welder

1.3 Objective

Considering the current state of switching power-supply-based welders in the retail
industry, there exists an opportunity to introduce a low-cost, entry-level machines that utilize
the benefits of DC-DC converters. The objective of the PAWS project is a wire-feed welder
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capable of at least 250 A average output. The new design will be a lightweight, portable
device with a 24 V DC input from two standard car batteries and benefit from a voltage
regulated, pulse width modulation (PWM) controlled DC-DC converter with adjustable weld
voltage of 14 V – 24 V.

Low-cost implementation is the highest priority in the new welder design. A minimalist
design approach will be used for all systems and unnecessary features will be eliminated.
Component count will be kept low in an attempt to minimize manufacturing costs. When
possible, the new design will utilize components from the existing corporate library of part
numbers to minimize component price and reduce design time. By revising the model in Fig
1.6 to the approximation model seen in Fig 1.7, the new design manufacturer can compete
with their competitors low-cost overseas production.

2x12V
Batteries

Buck
Switcher

Inductive
Choke

Weld
Output

Control
PCB

User
Interface

Figure 1.7 Diagram of proposed low cost switching battery welder
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In order to be competitive, low cost products cannot have low quality performance.
Some extremely low-cost welders are available with wire feed designs but no voltage output
control. By using a switching power supply, the output voltage of the new design can be
nearly infinitely controllable, unlike the tapped output of transformer designs. This will give
the user finer control when adjusting for individual welding conditions. The power supply,
when surrounded with quality mechanics, creates a system capable of meeting the quality
requirements in terms of arc stability, absence of weld splatter, bead appearance, and the
difficult to quantify “weld feel.” Such quality characteristics are defined by the whole system
but particularly influenced by the voltage control system, output inductor and power circuit.
By offering voltage control with a well-thought-out and thoroughly validated control circuit and
output choke, the new design is assured to find the middle ground in terms of price and
performance: Better control and weld quality at the same price as other low-cost machines
that offer no voltage control, with the same weld quality as expensive, feature-rich machines.

In terms of portability, the new design is made inherently lighter-weight by eliminating
the traditional power transformer and using switching power electronics. Also, because the
automotive-grade batteries can weigh as much as 50 lbs each, they will be separate from the
main welder body. In this way, the welding machine will exist as three distinct components
(one welder and two batteries) for easy transportation, and then be combined for operation.

Lastly, as this design study is under the direction of a real-world welding products
manufacturer, the ultimate goal is to deliver a design worthy of production for sale in the
highly competitive consumer welding market. This requires that the new design be the best
possible product, meeting the goals outlined above, for the lowest possible design and
20

production cost. The market also demands a limited design time within the scope of this
project including at minimum a prototype welder that has been functionally tested, along with
all associated drawings, documentation and intellectual knowledge.

Chapter 2 Design

The design process was dominated by the limited amount of time with the corporate
sponsors engineering group. The initial prototype was needed to make an early case for the
financial aspect of the project as well as demonstrating the quality of weld that could be
achieved with this minimum cost design approach. With only six months to prove the validity
of the concept, it was necessary to have a working prototype as soon as possible, knowing
that component optimization and cost optimization would be revised in the future if or when
the product was carried to production. The influence of time limitation is seen in the
component choices and circuit simulation addressed later in section 2.3 and 2.5.

2.1 Power Circuit

The DC-DC power converter circuit is the key system in a compact and high-current
power supply. There are various types of switching circuits that would work for this
application, each of varying complexity. Development of switching technology for use in
welding machines focuses mostly on circuits that electrically isolate the supply from the load
and thus require the use of a transformer. Others use switching circuits to convert from AC to
DC and possibly back again to AC, requiring bridge circuits with multiple high and low-side
switches. Because of the unique configuration of the battery powered welder, a very simple
21

step down converter can be used to reduce the nominal 24V battery supply to a lower,
variable DC voltage output. The practical efficiency of a step down converter can vary from
92 – 99%, making it ideal for an application where energy conservation is critical, such as
when using batteries with limited power storage. [8] The simplest implementation of the step
down converter can be seen in Fig 2.1(a) and consists of a pulsed semiconductor switch
between the source voltage and the load.

Figure 2.1 (a) Basic switching voltage step down circuit and (b) Switching circuit with energy
storage component [8]
The switch, most often a metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET)
device, is turned on and off by a pulse width modulation (PWM) signal. The MOSFET is
operated at a switching frequency, fS, and duty cycle, D, which represents the ratio of switch
on time to period, T. When the switch is closed, the output voltage, VO, will equal VS and
when the switch is open, VO is zero. The voltage chopping circuit in Fig 2.1(a) has a square
and discontinuous output. For a continuous power output, an energy storage component is
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necessary. By adding a choke with inductance, L, and diode (called the free wheeling diode),
the circuit can be operated in the continuous current mode (CCM) which is needed to
maintain a strong welding arc. The revised circuit with inductive energy storage component is
shown in Fig 2.1(b).

Some power supplies feature an output capacitance to filter the voltage and current
output, but because the welding power supply does not require a smooth output voltage, a
filter capacitance was not installed. However, the current through the inductor of a step down
converter has a saw tooth pattern. It can be described as being in CCM if the inductor current
never reaches zero at the bottom of the saw tooth. Likewise, a switcher operating in
discontinuous current mode (DCM) will spend some amount of time with zero current output,
regardless of the peak current value. For the welder, the inductor current should be
continuous because the current output of the inductor is the same current output to the weld
arc. And because the weld load is nearly resistive, the current output will also be saw-toothed
and potentially sporadic if the inductor current is discontinuous. By operating the power
supply exclusively in CCM, a continuous weld arc can be ensured. In general, the current is
continuous if L/R >> T or LfS >> R. [9] The waveforms of these two modes of current
conduction are shown in Fig 2.2(b) as well as the equivalent switching circuits with inductive
load in Fig 2.2(a).
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Figure 2.2 (a) Voltage chopper circuit with inductive load and (b) Continuous and
discontinuous current mode waveforms [8]
During switching operation, the converter circuit can be represented with two separate
equivalent circuits described as mode 1 and mode 2. In the first mode, the switch is closed
and current, i1, flows from the supply to the load. The current rise is limited by the presence
of the inductor, which stores some of the energy in a magnetic field. During mode 2 the
switch opens and the inductor releases energy to the load and back through the diode. [8]
In this way, the amount of energy delivered to the load can be controlled via the duty cycle, D.
[11] When in continuous mode, the minimum and maximum current levels, I1 and I2, can be
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approximated with equations 2.1 and 2.2. Note that voltage supply, E, is included by Rashid
to develop a series of generalized equations and for this application will be considered zero.

 
 

V Source e Dz1
E
I 1=

z
R
R
e 1
I 2=

(2.1)

V Source eDz 1
E

z
R
R
e 1

(2.2)

Where the Z coefficient is defined as,
Z=

TR
L

Equations 2.1 and 2.2 only consider ideal components and as such do not account for
the resistive and capacitive elements of the inductor. More importantly, ideal MOSFETs and
diodes do not account for voltage spikes and energy losses that occur during transitional
periods. However, these equations allow for an approximation of operating conditions.
Through equations 2.1 and 2.2 above, both the average output current and source current
can be computed, using equations 2.3 and 2.4 from Rashid.

I avg≈

I 1I 2
2

(2.3)

and
I source ≈ D I avg

(2.4)

Because the mobility of electrons (the majority carriers in N-MOS devices) is greater
than the mobility of holes in P-MOS devices, N-mos components are generally faster and
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more desirable for high power switching circuits. [9] To activate the N-channel device, a
threshold gate-source voltage must be applied, VGS, which for the circuit in Fig 2.1(a) would
need to be higher than the source voltage supplied by the batteries. In Fig 2.3 the circuit is
redrawn with a common positive rail configuration such that the source pin is tied to ground
and VGS << 24V.

Figure 2.3 Common positive rail circuit, adapted from [11]

2.2 Switching Methodology

Choosing the switching frequency DC-DC converter is a process of compromise. High
speed switching is often used to minimize the size of magnetic components such as
transformers and inductors, while still maintaining CCM at the the inductor. It can be difficult
to implement because of limitations inherent in the components, including noise issues and
power requirements. The upper limit of the switching frequency is determined in part by the
capacitance of the MOSFET gate. This capacitance is overcome by using a gate-driving
circuit with a high power output to quickly charge and discharge the MOSFET gate. A bi-polar
gate driver could be used to pull the FETs down faster during turn off, but it would add
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unwanted cost and complexity.
Alternatively, slower switching speeds ensure a more square waveform and thus, fewer
switching power loses. Because switching loses are greatest during the transition phase
between the on state and off state of the devices, a slower frequency ensures a greater
percentage of time is spent in a definitive state and out of transition. Equation 2.5 describes
switching loss as a function of frequency, MOSFET output capacitance and input voltage. [9]

P SW = f S C out V 2I

(2.5)

From Equation 2.5, minimizing the switching frequency also minimizes the switching power
loses. A converter switching frequency should not be lower than 20 KHz, or the approximate
audio frequency limit for human hearing. [9] For the PAWS application, 25 KHz was chosen
as a switching frequency slightly above the audible range, yet maximizing the squareness of
the waveform with the knowledge that an inductive component would have to be sized
appropriately. Early switching data (Appendix D) indicated that 25 KHz is a reasonable
frequency for both the PWM controller and the MOSFET driver when in circuit with four
parallel high power MOSFETs.

Duty cycle, D, will determine the ratio of time spent in mode 1 to the time spent in
mode 2. Neglecting certain small losses, the steady state duty cycle can be approximated
using in equation 2.6 below. [8]

( )

V
D= o
VI

2

(2.6)
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The welder design incorporates a control circuit that will dictate the duty cycle. The
characteristics of that system will be discussed in chapter 3. However from the welding
voltage requirements in Appendix A and using the equation above, estimates can be made for
the minimum duty cycle, Dmin. At 14 V output (the approximate bottom of the voltage range),
the welder will operate near 40% duty cycle. However considering the inherent losses that
need to be overcome in a real device, the actual minimum duty cycle will probably be closer
to 50%. It is also true that the output voltage will never be as high as the input, even at 100%
duty cycle. This is because of the voltage drop across the inductor and closed MOSFETs,
neither of which are perfect conductors.

2.3 Switching Components

This welder design was directed by a manufacturer with an existing library of products.
For a company with established production, the fastest and lowest-cost way to create a new
design is by using “off the shelf” components. By using general equations and
approximations to understand the stresses that components are likely to see, parts can be
chosen based on availability. After assembling a prototype the entire system can be
evaluated. Validation data combined with simulation results can be used to determine if the
cost of sourcing and validating new components is sufficiently offset by the per piece cost
savings gained from using those new parts. Alternatively, the readily available but possibly
over-engineered parts may be used even into production, because of the savings of scale and
availability.
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Considering the financial benefits of using parts from the corporate library, component
choices were then made based on the worst case current and voltage stresses the individual
component will experience during operation. Equations 2.7 and 2.8 describe the maximum
current and voltage conditions experienced by the freewheeling diode and the switching
MOSFET. [9]

I S (max )=I D (max )=I O (max) +

V O (1D(min) )
2 f sL

(2.7)

V S  max =V D max =V I max 

(2.8)

With the original requirement of 250 A average output current, the equations above indicate
peak steady state currents approximately 10% higher than max output. Current output is the
primary rating a commercial welder will receive, with the maximum current often embedded in
the machine model number. As such current requirements for a welder in a commercial
design setting are subject to change, depending on marketing requests. With potential for
creepage in the requirements, plus a requisite margin of safety, it was considered prudent to
maximize the current capacity of the switching circuit.

MOSFET # IRF2907 (Appendix B), is capable of 209 A continuous and 75 V
breakdown voltage. It was available in the corporate part catalog and features a very low on
resistance, RDS, of 3.6 mΩ at 125 A. Also, because of the likelihood of stray inductance
creating ringing and voltage spikes, the 75 V part offers good protection. Using four
MOSFETs guarantees current requirements are met and the circuit will be constructed is if it
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were four separate DC-DC converters, each wired in parallel to the next.

The high voltage power Schottky diode, # STPS40H100CW (Appendix C), is capable
of 40 A average continuous forward current and 100 V reverse voltage protection. A
traditional diode will create a storage charge when conducting that must be overcome before
changing states. [9] The Schottky diode was chosen specifically because it does not exhibit
the reverse recovery phenomenon of a standard junction diode. As a result, the Schottky
diode can transition from conducting to blocking in tens of nanoseconds, where a traditional
diode may require hundreds of nanoseconds. Faster transition times result in the ability to
operate at a higher switching frequency, but more importantly, result in lower switching losses
at all frequencies, as compared to junction diodes. [9]

As shown earlier, the freewheeling diode only conducts in mode 2 when the MOSFET
is off. Because welding voltage is closely tied to weld current, the highest welder output
currents will happen when the output voltage is near maximum and the duty cycle is near
100%. Equation 2.8 predicts peak instantaneous current of the diode but it is the average
continuous current for which the device must be sized and thermally managed. Average
current is a function of time and magnitude. When averaged over the entire switching period,
the diode spends the most amount of time in conduction during the lowest duty cycle because
that is when mode 2 is prevalent. Considering the previously calculated Dmin, for this
application the diode spends the most amount of time in conduction when operating at
D = 0.5. Based on the weld requirements in Appendix A, user conditions should not demand
more than 150 A at D = 0.5. Likewise, a 50% duty cycle means equal time spent in mode 1
and mode 2, so only half will the output (75 A) will be conducted through the diodes with the
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rest conducted by the MOSFETS. Due to this unique voltage/current relationship in the
welding power supply, the freewheeling diode can be sized to a lower current capacity than
the switching MOSFET. As with the MOSFET, four diodes will be used in the circuit, all in
parallel to maximize current capacity.

A PWM signal will be generated by the a PWM modulator which will be sent to a
discrete MOSFET driver IC. The driver is needed to ensure that the VGS switching signal to
the MOSFET is able to overcome the combined gate capacitance of four parallel high power
MOSFETs. The PWM module is capable of delivering only 200 mA to the switching signal
output, which is sent to the driver chip rather than the MOSFETs directly. The driver will
repeat the received signal and with the ability to drive the four parallel switches at 25 KHz with
up to 9 A of current.

The printed circuit board (PCB) on which the welder circuit was built is a two-layer (top
and bottom), through-hole component board. Surface mount component PCBs offer the
benefit of a smaller overall board size due to smaller component size. And boards with more
than two layers of copper are able to bury traces inside, further reducing the required surface
area. Yet surface mount boards are much more difficult to work with, especially in the
development phase when hand-rework and design revisions are likely. Also, choosing to not
maximize the component density, makes component heat management easier to implement.

The four power MOSFETs and four diodes, each through-hole components in TO-247
packages, were mounted to the PCB so they were bent parallel to and touching the board
surface. Hardware was used to retain the components to the board, offering additional stress
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and vibration relief, and they were turned such that the metal sides were facing up. Aluminum
heat sinks with conductive grease were mounted to both the diodes and MOSFETs to aid in
heat dissipation. A 12 V fan was added to create forced air-cooling. At the time of the initial
prototype the heat sinks and fan were not optimized for the particular application and instead
a “cooler is better” methodology was used. Additional heating and power loss considerations
were revisited in the simulations, but this approach should accommodate higher than
expected power outputs while preventing heat damage to the components. The added
complexity of large heat sinks and forced cooling may be abandoned as the design reaches
maturity, but the added insurance is invaluable during development.

Last, in anticipation of future changes, a snubber circuit was added on the first
prototype PCB. The snubber (seen in Fig 2.3) is a series resistor-capacitor network across
the freewheeling diode, added to minimize potential voltage and current spikes. From
supplier application notes of component manufacturer, Cornell Dubilier Electronics, a snubber
network across the buck re-circulating diode reduces ringing and spikes at the switching node
and spikes beyond the maximum voltage rating of the re-circulating diode, which can damage
the device. Though the high power Schottky diode will not induce the effects of reverse
recovery, it is likely that the traces and ground plane surrounding the switching components
will induce parasitic inductive and capacitive elements. It was known that there would not be
time for multiple PCB revisions, yet there was no way to know what parasitic effects would act
on the DC-DC converter.

A resistor and capacitor snubber pair was added to the first prototype circuit board in
parallel with the power diode, as a place holder for future revisions. Chosen specifically for
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snubber applications were a 2 W non-inductive carbon resistor and 100 V film capacitor. The
4.7 Ω resistor and 0.1 µF capacitor values were taken from an existing product and once in
place on the PCB, are easy values to change. Snubber circuit optimization and effectiveness
will be discussed further in chapter 6.

Because the battery power source is DC, there is no input voltage ripple to filter, but
initial testing showed that parasitic inductive loads between the battery and the switching
circuit would increase the switching rise time. As shown, longer switching transitions cause
higher losses during switching. For convenience to the user, the batteries are separated from
the control board by as much as a dozen feet of high current cable. This means unwanted
inductance can be present in the circuit before the switcher. To counter the effects of stray
inductance, a large capacitance was added in front of the switching circuit. Capacitance can
provide a stronger voltage supply to the switcher meaning less voltage sag under high loads
and behaving more as an ideal voltage source. This addition will create better conditions for
the initial arc-strike and during short circuit conditions. To implement the capacitance in the
prototype PCB, five smaller capacitors were used in parallel rather than using a single large
component. Using multiple smaller parts helped reduce the equivalent series resistance
(ESR) and overall cost of the design. Fig 2.4 shows the final DC-DC switching circuit, as
constructed on a PCB for initial evaluation. Note that the high current inductor is absent
because this is an “off board” component, too large for the printed circuit board.
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Figure 2.4 Switching circuit, as built and simulated, shown without output choke

2.4 Output Inductance

The amount of inductance in the weld circuit must be chosen carefully to ensure ideal
operation. As seen in Fig 2.3, inductance is added to the power supply by installing a choke
at the output terminals of the switching circuit. The inductance controls the rate of current rise
during a short circuit and stores energy to maintain current flow in mode 2, when the
MOSFET switch opens. In general terms, more inductance is better, yet weld-start problems
can be caused by having too much inductance as well as not having any at all. [5] The
inductance of the choke is generally determined by the number of conductor turns in the
choke, but there are other important factors must be considered when choosing a choke.

Core saturation occurs when the choke can no longer store additional magnetic energy
and is associated with a maximum current amplitude. Operating near or beyond the
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saturation point will cause the device to cease providing linear control of the current rise.
Saturation is mainly a feature of the inductor core size and material. Also the choke current
carrying capacity must be considered. At DC and low frequency conditions, current capacity
is determined by the cross sectional area of the winding wire and must be sized in
accordance with the high-current output cables and switching components. [10]

Due to limited project time, designing a completely new choke was not possible. An
existing part was chosen from a high-end, 180 A MIG welding machine. The chosen choke
was previously pulse-tested with a voltage burst. Using equation 2.9 and observing the
waveforms of a high current pulse test, the choke was shown to have a core saturation
beyond 300 A (the maximum anticipated current at that time) and an approximate inductance
of 15 uH.

V L =L

di L
dt

(2.9)

Equation 2.10 from Kazimierczuk approximates the minimum inductance, L, necessary for the
DC-DC converter to operate in CCM mode.

L min =

R L(max ) (1 Dmin )
2 fS

Where R L max =

(2.10)

V O  max
I O  min
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The inductance equation above with steady state conditions (RL = 0.25 Ω, D = 0.4) returns a
value near 6 µH, implying the inductor choice of 15 µH is more than sufficient. However, a
strong inductance is also necessary to prevent weld splatter, which occurs when the welding
wire briefly contacts the work material, causing the load resistance to approach zero. [3]
Short circuit conditions create variables beyond the steady state calculations. This is why the
welding characteristics of a new machine are often “tuned” through real world testing. The
test results of using this inductor will be discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6.

With a known switching frequency, output inductance and approximate output load,
equations 2.1 and 2.2 from above can be revisited. By plugging these values into the upper
and lower current level equations, the current bounds are explored in terms of output
resistance and duty cycle. This relationship can be clearly seen in the MATLAB simulation of
Fig 2.5 below. Several operating characteristics can be seen in Fig 2.5 below, including the
minimum impact that duty cycle will have on output current, particularly considering the
welder's ability to effectively vary the load resistance through control of wire feed speed. The
figure below also indicates that the machine will operate in CCM even at the lowest duty
cycles and highest load resistance. Lastly it is confirmed that the 50% duty cycle condition
sees the greatest current swings.
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Fig 2.5 Minimum and Maximum output current at various duty cycles and loads

2.5 Power Simulations

The easiest and most accurate way to estimate switching and power losses in a DCDC converter is through computer simulation. By constructing a computerized version of the
circuit with manufacture supplied models of the actual components, modern software
packages can quickly derive the complicated operating conditions. Once the initial design
was finalized, the circuit was assembled digitally in the Saber Sketch Software package.
Though more advanced than standard equations, the simulation software also has some
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limitations. Because the new design features four sets of parallel components and wide,
thick, traces between components, stray inductance and capacitance will play a large role in
the real world performance of the device. These parasitic components can be added to the
computer model but the real world values would be extremely difficult to derive or measure.

The greatest unknown of simulating the weld circuit comes with accounting for the
output load, or the arc itself. The welding arc is often approximated with a purely restive load,
but in the real world behaves slightly as an energy storage element. Messler attempt to
describe the nature of the weld arc in terms of thermal activity, including variables such as arc
length, temperature and metallurgical characteristics. However complex arc models are
beyond the scope of this design. A limited trial revealed that a very slightly inductive
component (0.2 mH) used with a series resistive element (between 0.05 Ω for short circuit
and 0.5 Ω for steady state) worked well in the Saber simulations.

An additional complication of the weld arc is the choppy and non-linear nature of the
current draw, shown in Fig 1.4. Rather than trying to simulate a circuit with a variable load,
separate simulations were conducted, one for the steady state, or arcing condition, and
another for the short circuit, high current rise condition. By combining the two separate
models, both a steady state and a transitional condition can be observed. Because of the
shortfalls inherent in all software packages, performance of a new design is gauged by a
combination of simulations and real-world testing. The predicted simulations will be
compared with the real-world data in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3 Control Circuit Design

The control circuit is responsible for creating the 25 KHz switching frequency, fS, and
controlling the duty cycle, D. By using a feedback loop, the control circuit will ensure the
desired output voltage is maintained by adjusting the PWM duty cycle, particularly when the
load and welding conditions vary. To meet the goal of a low cost and minimalist design, the
control circuit must be simple, straightforward, and scalable.

Control can be implemented with a microprocessor, dedicated analog circuit, or
combination of both. [11] Analog control circuits have been used extensively in the consumer
welding industry while microprocessor control has been limited to high-cost, feature-rich units.
Microprocessor-based controllers can be hugely flexible and offer near infinite tuning of the
weld performance. However, a microprocessor requires specialized software, which requires
investing more time and possibly more expertise during the development process.
Additionally, it has been shown by Priewasser that microprocessor-based control circuits will
respond to changes slower than analog equivalents, due to the delays inherent analog-todigital conversion process. [12]

For advanced welding applications such as an industrial setting, where extremely
precise welding is more important than cost, digital control offers the high level of
configuration necessary. [11] However, considering the less demanding requirements of the
consumer market and the priority of reduced cost for this design, analog control was the best
fit for the PAWS project. With the exception of a slight voltage droop when the batteries are
under severe load, the input voltage will be nearly constant. This means the control loop will
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only need to account for changes in the output. The CV power supply used by MIG machines
allows current to fluctuate as demanded by the user (via wire speed) so only the output
voltage must be regulated. Based on these requirements and limitations, an adjustable
voltage-based control feedback loop was used. A hugely beneficial secondary effect from
choosing this particular analog control topology is the ability to use those same components
and layout to control the 24 V brushed DC wire feed motor. This was a major step towards
reducing the overall development time and complexity, as the two circuits, though tuned to
their respective applications, are essentially the same.

An adjustable, voltage-regulated DC-DC feedback loop uses a closed-loop voltage
mode control. The voltage mode control hardware implementation was based on a simple
fixed frequency, multipurpose pulse width modulator (Appendix E). Featuring an analog, 1 V
to 3.5 V input reference, part # LM2524D will produce a scaled 0 – 100% duty cycle output.
The PWM module for this purpose can be considered a prepackaged PWM generator based
on a saw-tooth signal and set/reset (SR) latch. The duty cycle is in turn determined by the
intersect of an externally supplied (1 V – 3.5 V) reference signal, which is compared against
an internally generated saw tooth (1 V – 3.5 V, peak to peak). The switching frequency of the
output pulse is determined by an external resistor-capacitor pair.

The voltage feedback circuit for the PAWS machine was implemented in a traditional
way, as it is a well studied and proven design. The voltage feedback loop employs a
reference voltage, VR, and compares it against a feedback voltage, VF. The feedback is
related to the output voltage by the beta network, ϐ, and equation 3.1: [9]
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(3.1)

V F =ϐV O

The error voltage, VE, is created with a comparator or full-gain operational amplifier (also
know as the error amplifier, or compensator) and describes the difference between the
desired output voltage and the actual output voltage [9]

V E =V RV F

(3.2)

Finally the error, VE, is used to derive the duty cycle by comparing it to a ramp voltage with a
op-amp based comparator. This final step is the process that takes place within the PWM
module. [9] Table 3.1 describes the cause and effect relationship at work in the voltage
feedback control loop.

System
Change →
System
Stability
→

Effect on
Effect on
Voltage → Compensator
→

Effect on
PWM →

Effect on
Voltage →

Short Circuit
or Heavy
Motor Load

Output
Voltage
Drops

More Time
Output High

Pulse
Width
Increases

Voltage
Increases

Open Circuit
or Light
Motor Load

Output
Voltage
Spikes

More Time
Output Low

Pulse
Width
Decreases

Voltage
Drops

System
Stability
→

Table 3.1 Control Loop Action Table

For this particular application, the output voltage is across the freewheeling diode and
is not referenced to system ground. To account for this condition, a differential voltage
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amplifier circuit was installed to measure the voltage output between the positive weld
terminal and the negative weld terminal. This circuit also scaled the output to 10% of its
original value, (making ϐ = 0.1) and provides the VF signal to the negative pin of the error
amplifier. This yields a feedback signal that varies from 1.4 V – 2. 5 V as the welder output
adjusts from 14 V – 25 V. In standard control applications the output signal from a DC-DC
converter is filtered with a large output capacitor, making for a smooth VO and relatively small
AC component in the feedback voltage. Since the welder output is unfiltered, it was
necessary to filter the feedback instead. A very small capacitance was added across the
negative input and output of the error compensator. In this case, a 0.033 µF ceramic cap
was sufficient to filter the large AC component from the feedback without slowing down the
system response.

The positive input of the error amplifier is supplied the reference voltage to which the
control loop will try to push the welder output voltage. Recall that the feedback voltage is
scaled by the beta network to vary from 1.4 V - 2.5 V. The reference signal is compared
against the feedback by the error compensator, so the reference must also have the same
dynamic voltage range. Since the output voltage is a user-defined level, a 10 KΩ
potentiometer was incorporated into a voltage-divider network. It was adjusted such that
adjusting the potentiometer from full 0 Ω to 10 KΩ, would adjust the reference voltage from
1.4 V to 2.5 V.

3.1 Over Current Protection

The voltage feedback loop is a single-loop control circuit. For safety purposes and to
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protect the welding circuit components, a pseudo second-loop was added for over current
conditions. An inductive current sensor capable of measuring +/-500 A (for short periods) is
used to monitor the output of the machine. The inductive sensor is used because it does not
require breaking the output circuit and can measure current flow without a loss-inducing shunt
resistor. When subject to positive current flow, the sensor will produce a scaled, positive 0 V
– 5 V signal, corresponding to a 0 A – 500 A current. When the output of the transducer
exceeds the preset threshold (3.0 V scaled to correspond to 300 A) the over-current
comparator will switch low, momentarily pulling down the PWM reference signal. As the
current retards, the comparator will return high and the machine will immediately recover to
the user defined settings. This arrangement should allow the welder to operate at the very
limit without completely killing the output or shutting down the weld, creating an undesirable
“start-stop-start” condition. The a block diagram of the full control scheme is shown in Fig 3.1
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Figure 3.1 Analog voltage mode PWM control circuit as used for DC-DC converter and wire
feed motor speed control

Chapter 4 Additional Design

The DC-DC switching circuit and associated control scheme represent a third of the
total design effort to create the complete welding machine package. Most of the additional
design work is beyond the scope of this project but what follows is a brief description of the
major sections. Table 4.1 outlines the major design areas, followed by a brief description of
the on-board power supplies.
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Feed Motor

Use voltage-based feedback to vary motor speed

Control

Provide over-current protection and dynamic brake to
prevent coasting

Pre-charge

Limit inrush current to input capacitors and prevent

Circuit

contact closure if batteries connected in reverse polarity

Gun Trigger

Simultaneously engage all power relays, switching

Control

circuits and feed motor. Delay switching circuit turn-off
to allow for wire “burn back”

Contactor

Use full voltage to pull in main contactor coil and then

Economizer

switch to limit circuit to contactor coil

Table 4.1 Additional circuitry in the PAWS design

To power the controls and ancillary devices contained within the welding machine, two
linear power regulators were used to create a +15 V and +12 V supply from the 24 V input.
Recall that the battery voltage will sag when subject to the high power loads of the weld
circuit, so it was necessary to have stable supplies present on the PCB. To minimize design
time of the first revision, standard linear regulators were used with the appropriate filtering
capacitor installed as directed in the manufacturer application notes. Using separate
supplies, +12 V for the electromechanical devices, and +15 V for logic devices, decreased
likelihood of noise propagation between the two.

4.1 Wire Feed Motor

The wire feed motor is a 24 V brushed DC motor. Like the rest of the PAWS design,
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the wire feed motor is a minimum cost device, meaning it lacks a speed or position feedback
signal. Instead a PWM signal is used to control a medium-current MOSFET that in turn
creates a pulsed signal to the motor. The motor behaves similar to the weld circuit because
of its own internal inductance and the switched MOSFET behaves like a variable voltage
output. Using a repeat of the control circuit described in Chapter 3, the voltage feedback is
compared to a reference signal. Like the weld voltage control, wire speed is also a usercontrolled reference signal. Unlike the weld output voltage, the user may want to vary the
motor speed from 0 – 100%, so the reference voltage must have a range between 0.1 V and
2.5 V (corresponding to a 1 V to 25 V signal to the motor). Again, like the DC-DC control
circuit, over-current protection is included for the motor drive. By routing the motor current
through a very low resistance shunt resistor, the feedback voltage from the shunt can be
compared to a set reference point. When the shunt resistance surpasses the set references,
the over-current circuit will pull down the feedback to the PWM module.

Chapter 5 Simulation and Test Results

Once the first level of design for the DC-DC power converter and control circuitry was
finalized, a small number of PCBs were made and populated with components. A second
satellite board was assembled with the two user-control potentiometers plus three light
emitting diodes (LEDs) to indicate status of “power,” “low battery voltage” and “battery reverse
polarity.” Heat sinks were attached to the high power components and wire harnesses were
assembled to connect the main PCBs to the control interface. The prototype power and
control board is shown in Fig 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Prototype power and control PCB for PAWS design

An plastic enclosure was adapted to hold both PCBs plus high current cabling, main electrical
contactor, cooling fan and wire feed motor with mechanism. As each step progressed in the
initial assembly, intermediate functionality tests were performed to check the wiring of each
subsection. Mistakes in the schematic manifested themselves in functionality failures that
required physical modification of the PCB. Once the errors were corrected and documented,
the final assembled prototype welder was ready for weld testing. An image of the prototype
welder is shown in Fig 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 Working prototype of the PAWS design

Before computer simulations were attempted, welder functionality was tested. As
neither the control scheme nor switching topography had been seen in this application, it
would not be possible to say whether the simulations were realistic. First, the machine was
used on an assortment of materials, from small to large, gradually increasing the voltage and
current. Confidence needed to be established that the machine was safe for use by an
operator and did not exhibit self destructive behavior, such as excessive component heating.
The new machine was put in the hands of several experienced operators and received a
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consensus of good usability. Weld tests show it is capable of welding material from 22 guage
(0.8 mm) to 3/8” (9.5 mm) steel, as designed and weld quality varied from “medium” to
“excellent,” depending on application.

Once the welder function was demonstrated, general waveforms of the output
voltage and current were collected. Using 0.030” solid core wire, shielding gas and 12 gauge
steel, an oscilloscope was used to record data during a test weld. The general welding

Figure 5.3 Current (bottom, blue) and voltage (top, yellow) output of the PAWS design

This is a clear representation of the high current peaks that occur during short circuit states
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and steady state arc conditions that exist between shorts. By zooming into the waveform in
Fig 5.3, an enhanced close up of the CCM current and individual switching waveforms is

Figure 5.4 Enhanced zoom of current (bottom, blue) and voltage (top, yellow) output of the
PAWS prototype design

From the images above it is seen that the PAWS machine performs generally as
expected and the output current exhibits a classical CCM form. There is a fair amount of
overshoot and undershoot in the output voltage switching waveform, the cause of which was
not immediately evident. The high power Schottky diodes are known to not exhibit reverse
recovery effects so the peaks were assumed to be a result of parasitic losses in the hardware,
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In respect to the control circuit, the voltage response during massive current spikes indicates
the feedback loop is managing output voltage well. Armed with performance data, a
simulation was constructed in an attempt to understand the intricacies of the weld circuit.

As discussed in Section 2.5, the Saber Sketch circuit simulation software package was
used to construct a digital version of the DC-DC switching circuit. Initial tests of the real weld
circuit (Appendix G.5) revealed a 66% duty cycle should correspond to an output of
approximately 30 A (RMS) and 17 V (RMS). With this knowledge, the simulated circuit was
also set to switch at D = 0.66 and a starting output resistance of VO / IO = 30 V / 17 A = 0.5 Ω.
Some tuning of the load was required to achieve similar voltage and current output. As
expected, by simply recreating the design in software and using the manufacturer models of
the components (Appendix J.1), the simulated voltage and current waveforms did not match
perfectly the real world data. Fig 5.5 shows the current and voltage output of the ideal
switching circuit using non-ideal components. Though not a perfect match with real data in
Fig 5.4, the current waveform is shaped properly and RMS current is correct, though the
peak-to-peak current is slightly low. The simulated voltage is less perfect, with an overly
square shape, but it too has the proper RMS value and min/max levels are similar to the real
welder data.
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Figure 5.5 Simulated welder output, ideal circuit with non-ideal components

An attempt was made to refine the Saber simulation circuit. The MOSFET and diode
manufacturers provide non-ideal simulation components. These models can account for the
parasitic components noted in the device data sheet info (Appendix B and C). Because the
simulated circuit had the non-ideal component models, the difference in real and simulated
waveforms was presumed to be caused by inductance and capacitance in the physical
interconnects surrounding the components. These interconnects include the high current
cables, connectors, and PCB traces and planes. As Williams describes, overvoltages are
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generated when current flowing through an inductive load is switched off quickly, and stray
inductance may cause significant transients. [13] This, combined with the fact that all
surrounding interconnects are large conductors sized for high currents, suggested the
parasitic components were mostly inductive.

Assuming stray inductance was causing the voltage transients, the leads connected to
the MOSFETs and diodes would be the most susceptible to high di/dt switching. Simulation
trials revealed that extra inductance on the drain pin of the MOSFETs caused the overshoots
on top of the voltage waveform to increase. Likewise, inductance on the anode of the
freewheeling diodes caused the undershoot on the bottom of the voltage wave form to
increase. It is worthwhile to note these relationships as they identify areas in the physical
design that can be addressed to create cleaner switching waveforms. The model was revised
(Appendix J.2) to include inductors of 1 µH on the MOSFET source and drain pins and 0.5 µH
on the anode of the diodes. Each parasitic inductor also included a 0.01 Ω resistance. The
revised output from these modifications is shown in Fig 5.6. Although the voltage shape is not
completely in line with the real world data presented in Fig 5.4, the overall approximation is
very similar.
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Figure 5.6 Simulated welder output, non-ideal circuit with non-ideal components

The revised simulation model was next tuned to produce input and output power
waveform for purposes of predicting the converter efficiency, also seen in Fig 5.6. Again
using the 17 V and 30 A (RMS) output condition, the model predicts an efficiency of 91.6% at
453 W output power. When the Saber software was adjusted to simulate a near short circuit,
400A condition, the power efficiency prediction dropped to 51% at 2.7 KW output. (Appendix
J.3 and J.4) this dramatic drop appears unrealistic, especial when compared to the real world
data, obtained In a second set of welder tests.
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Welder test data comparing the real world input voltage and current to the output
voltage and current are shown in Appendix G.11 – G.14. These tests reveal 92% and 96%
efficiency, respectively, the second occurring at 1.5 KW average output power. As
Kazimierczuk shows, power losses in the diode and inductance both increase as the output
current increases. [9] It is not unreasonable to expect a slightly lower efficiency at a higher
power load, particularly when parasitic inductance is prevalent. However data from the
prototype (Appendix G) suggests that the actual efficiency never drops below 90%, while the
simulation predicts only 50% at high power draw. This disparity shows that the inductanceheavy adjusted Saber model which was appropriate for a 30 A load, does not work well when
asked to simulate a 400 A load. This is a strong argument for the use of real world data for
predicting system losses and designing thermal management of power components.

Chapter 6 Summary and Conclusion

The design and feasibility study for a portable, affordable welding system (PAWS)
reveals that it is possible to create a quality, high-power welder based on a minimal-cost
approach, using analog controls without any microprocessors. Where costly, complex
machines exist the market, there remains an opportunity for a simple, elegant design. The
PAWS prototype demonstrated very good weld quality when using flux-core wire with welding
material between 16 GA and 3/8”. It is also capable with solid core down to 22 GA material
thickness, and market research suggests these are the two most likely uses for a portable
welder design.
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Limitations remain in the ability to use Saber Sketch simulation software to mirror the
real world waveforms, but much of this variability may lie in the use of a simplified arc
simulation model. Accurately modeling the parasitic inductance in high current devices and
PCBs is key to creating a viable simulation model, and it is difficult to create a model that
works at both high and low power levels. And though the prototype machine works well in
most conditions, there is a fair amount of weld splatter when using solid core wire with
medium to thick material.

6.1 Recommendations for Future Work

Further engineering work is necessary for the PAWS design study to be carried to
production. The question of thermal management is complicated by the nature of welding
specifications. Most welders are rated at full output power for only a short duration,
expressed as a duty cycle. Neglecting usage duty cycle and assuming the PAWS design
loses 10% of the output to internal loses in the form of heating (~500 W at full power), it is still
not known for how long the batteries can maintain that output. (Recall that the batteries are
supplied by the operator.) The prudent approach would be to imporve the ability of the power
components to reject heat, by maximizing the thermal conductivity of the heat sinks. Forced
cooling increase the rejection and can be achieved with a small fan. To preserve battery
power during idle times, the fan can be designed to operate only when a critical temperature
has been reach. Implementing this functionality can be done with one of the remaining
unused op-amps (Appendix F) on the control board.

Because the prototype is exhibiting splatter when welding solid core wire with thicker
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material, the output inductor is not inhibiting spikes during the highest current levels. Recall
from Section 2.4, the existing choke was shown to have a saturation point above 300 A, yet
the output current in Fig 5.3 shows momentary spikes as high as 400 A. An inductor with a
larger core would raise the saturation level and help alleviate weld splatter, but this would also
require a physically larger part. It should be studied whether a larger air gap in the core
would create a sufficient increase in saturation.

As discussed in chapter 2.3, the snubber circuit was not optimized for the switching
characteristics of the particular application. Component manufacturer Application notes show
that refinement of the snubber components is best achieved through empirical methods but
there are general procedures for a quick design process. As noted,

“Resistance should be less than the ratio of the off-voltage across the switch
over the on current through the switch. with a 2 W resistor, the capacitor
should be chosen such that 1 W of energy is dissipated across the resistor. The
capacitor should equal the inverse of fS multiplied by the output voltage,
squared. These values should then be empirically evaluated. Increasing the
value of the snubber capacitor results in more damping, however the snubber
losses increase. Select a minimum value of the capacitor that provides
adequate clamping of the diode waveform at maximum load.” [14]

Refinement of the DC-DC switching circuit should include adaptation of the above procedure.
By optimizing the snubber circuit and minimizing the switched voltage peaks, it may be
possible to use less durable and less expensive switching components.
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The easy to implement +12 V and +15 V linear power supplies are inefficient (as low as
50%) and require an aluminum heat sink that adds cost and demands board space. By
converting the entire system to +12 V and sourcing 12 V relays, power contactor, gas valve,
fan, the two linear regulators and associated heat-sinks can be replaced by a single variableinput, fixed-output DC-DC switcher. A single National Semiconductor (part number LM 3151)
I.C. can provide 12 A of current and would require a small inductor and two small MOSFETs.
This solution would offer more power at a higher efficiency, in a smaller footprint and
approximately equivalent cost of the existing linear supplies. Implementing a universal +12 V
supply throughout the entire control board would require adjustment to all voltage dividing
resistor networks, but this modification should be rolled into a second revision of the control
board.

Finally, per Williams, all traces with high di/dt switching should be revisited to ensure
they are as short as possible, to minimize stray inductance. [13] Particularly as the
simulations revealed, the drain pin of the MOSFETs and the anode of the freewheeling diodes
seem to be causing overshoot in the waveforms seen throughout the design and those areas
should be made as short as possible.
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Appendix A - Voltage and Current for GMAW Welding

Gas-Shielded, Solid Wire

Self-Shielded, Flux-Cored Wire

Material Size

Current

Voltage

Material Size

Current

Voltage

22 GA (0.8 mm)

40 - 55 A

16 - 17 V

20 GA (0.9 mm)

50 - 60 A

17 - 18 V

18 GA (1.2 mm)

70 - 80 A

18 - 19 V

16 GA (1.6 mm)

90 - 110 A

19 - 20 V

14 GA (2.0 mm)

120 - 130 A

20 - 21 V

3/32” (2.4 mm)

110 – 125 A

14 - 15 V

1/8” (3.2 mm)

140 - 150 A

21 - 22 V

1/8” (3.2 mm)

140 - 155 A

14 - 15 V

3/16” (4.8 mm)

160 - 170 A

21 - 22 V

3/16” (4.8 mm)

155 - 170 A

15 - 16 V

1/4” (6.4 mm)

180 - 190 A

23 - 24 V

1/4” (6.4 mm)

170 - 190 A

15 - 16 V

5/16” (7.9 mm)

200 - 210 A

23 - 24 V

5/16” (7.9 mm)

190 - 205 A

16 - 17 V

3/8” (9.5 mm)

220 - 250 A

24 - 25 V

Source: http://www.millerwelds.com/resources/calculators/
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Appendix B – IRFP2907 MOSFET Abridged Data Sheet
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Appendix C – STPS40H100CW Diode Abridged Data Sheet
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Appendix D – LM2524D PWM Modulator Abridged Data Sheet
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Appendix E – HTB 200-P LEM Current Transducer Abridged Data Sheet
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Appendix F – LM324 Quad Op Amp Abridged Data Sheet
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Appendix G – Switching Waveforms of Prototype Welder

Fig G.1 Weld output voltage (yellow, top) and current (blue, bottom) using shielded 0.030”
wire on 12 GA (0.109”) steel with 25% CO2 gas
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Fig G.2 Weld output voltage (yellow, top) and current (blue, bottom) using shielded 0.030”
wire on 12 GA (0.109”) steel with 25% CO2 gas [Shown during current spike]
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Fig G.3 Weld output voltage (yellow, top) and current (blue, bottom) using shielded 0.030”
wire on 12 GA (0.109”) steel with 25% CO2 gas [Shown during current rise]
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Fig G.4 Weld output voltage (yellow, top) and current (blue, bottom) using shielded 0.030”
wire on 12 GA (0.109”) steel with 25% CO2 gas [Shown during steady state current]
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Fig G.5 MOSFET Voltage (yellow, top), weld output current (blue, middle) and PWM signal
(purple, bottom) using shielded 0.030” wire on 12 GA (0.109”) steel with 25% CO2 gas
[Shown during current spike]
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Fig G.6 MOSFET Voltage (yellow, top), weld output current (blue, bottom) and PWM signal
(purple, middle) using shielded 0.030” wire on 12 GA (0.109”) steel with 25% CO2 gas [shown
during steady state current]
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Fig G.7 MOSFET Voltage (yellow, top), weld output current (blue, bottom) and PWM signal
(purple, bottom) using shielded 0.030” wire on 12 GA (0.109”) steel with 25% CO2 gas
[commanded Vmin + 20% voltage, yields 60% PWM duty cycle]
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Fig G.8 MOSFET voltage (yellow, top), weld output current (blue, middle) and PWM signal
(purple, bottom) using shielded 0.030” wire on 12 GA (0.109”) steel with 25% CO2 gas
[commanding Vmin + 80% voltage yields 98% PWM duty cycle at current spike]
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Fig G.9 MOSFET voltage (yellow, top), weld output current (blue, middle) and PWM signal
(purple, bottom) using shielded 0.030” wire on 12 GA (0.109”) steel with 25% CO2 gas
[commanding Vmin + 80% voltage yields 88% PWM duty cycle at steady state current]
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Fig G.10 Weld output voltage (yellow, bottom) and current (blue, top) using flux-core (selfshielded) 0.030” wire on 12 GA (0.109”) steel [Irregular current spikes even with optimized
voltage and wire speed]
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Fig G.11 Welder input average voltage (yellow, bottom) and average current (purple, top)
using flux-core (self-shielded) 0.035” wire on 3/16” steel shows 4.08 KW average input power
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Fig G.12 Welder output average voltage (yellow, top) and average current (purple, bottom)
using flux-core (self-shielded) 0.035” wire on 3/16” steel shows 3.74 KW average output
power
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Fig G.13 Welder input average voltage (yellow, top) and average current (purple, bottom)
using shielded 0.030” wire on 12 GA (0.109”) steel with 25% CO2 gas shows 1.58 KW
average input power
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Fig G.14 Welder output average voltage (yellow, top) and average current (purple, bottom)
using shielded 0.030” wire on 12 GA (0.109”) steel with 25% CO2 gas shows 1.52 KW
average output power
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Appendix H – Switching Frequency Tests of Prototype Welder

Fig H.1 Switching Signal between MOSFET Driver and High Power MOSFETs Observed in
Circuit at 14.1 KHz
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Fig H.2 Switching Signal between MOSFET Driver and High Power MOSFETs Observed in
Circuit at 20 KHz
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Fig H.3 Switching Signal between MOSFET Driver and High Power MOSFETs Observed in
Circuit at 26.1 KHz
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Fig H.4 Switching Signal between MOSFET Driver and High Power MOSFETs Observed in
Circuit at 32 KHz
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Appendix J – Saber Sketch Simulation Data of Switching Circuit

Fig J.1 Simulation switching circuit model using non-ideal switching components, without
added parasitic components.
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Fig J.2 Simulation switching circuit model using non-ideal switching components, with
parasitic inductance added.
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Fig J.3 Simulation 400 A load, maintain 66% duty cycle
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Fig J.4 Simulation 400A load, maintain 66% duty cycle
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